
Oversimplifying Effective Community Policing
Will Not Produce The Needed Results

Immersion and authenticity builds trust

The Submarine Way is putting all the

pieces together with a diverse coalition of

community leaders, D, E & I experts, and

police to solve this critical issue.

ATLANTA, GA, UNITED STATES, October

7, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

Submarine Way, Deb Fortin, President,

and John Vincent, Principle Consultant,

and Talent have been working with

police departments for several years,

instructing on their patent published

system of inclusion. When the civil

unrest of 2020 started, they knew they

needed to take their work directly to

communities, by building a community policing program that brought together the police and

the community. They questioned whether they could teach relationship and trust. After working

directly with community leaders and police from three different cities, they are sure it can be

All of us are better than one

of us so let's solve problems

by addition and inclusion

not by subtraction and

division.”

Deb Cake Fortin - MS Co-

Founder and President of The

Submarine Way

taught. 

What can be done to improve the community and police

relationships?

It was recommended that police become familiar with the

community, including socio-economic areas and needs,

view individuals as clients, and not victims and suspects.

Police should withhold judgment and treat people as

humans, fallible but still human. The people who sit on the

hill taking communion in the morning should be respected,

just as the people who live in the big house on the hill.

Both could be important in keeping the community safe. The community could recognize that

police do not clock out after their workday like many others. They work for the community if

needed 24/7/365. 

What are some specific steps for improving police/community relations? 
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Both community and police need to be

engaged in building relationships and

trust. Police can hold a citizen’s police

academy to introduce the average

citizen into the training and life of a

police officer. City Council members

can visit local churches and hear

directly from citizens their questions

and concerns about police. They can

also learn about police initiatives that

impact the community. Other trust

brokers from the community, the

mayor, civic leaders, or others can

begin the dialogue with the police.

When trouble happens, trust is already

established. Do not expect trust during

tough times if it is not already

anchored in the relationship already.

Police are trained to value, not judge,

and to develop interdependent

collaboration with the community and

each other. Police also are taught to

protect themselves. The danger is

expected and to not be prepared for it,

while also simultaneously not expecting it, make police vulnerable.  

How can community policing be trained in police departments? 

A talent and strength-based view can be taught to police, aimed first at building internal

relationships within the police department, then aimed at helping police understand the

strengths of the community. Talent sets that work well at liaising with the community will be

identified. Police coalitions can be built that include D&I officers, mayors, city managers, or city

councils. These are based on the strengths of individuals to build relationships and trust.  Once

these first steps happen, leadership courses happen that encourage interdependent

collaboration with the community and each other. Courses on conflict resolution, peer and self-

regulation, community relations, and accountability round out the curriculum. 

This community policing coalition agrees that change evolves over time, that culture changes

over time with commitment, education, and a clear mission.
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